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Ref: VILLA LISA

2 bed Apartment in La Romana

167,000 €

Bed :

2

Swimming pool :

Communal

Airport :

30 km

Bath :

1

Garden :

Private

Beach :

30 km

City :

5 km

Orientation :
Views :

Air conditioning

Electricity

Country Views

Mains water

Alarm system

VILLA LISA
We have created this new villa design with clients in mind who want a type of rustic farm but with modern interiors we call it a 'Fusion' of rustic and modern features.
The Finca can also be finished with rustic interiors to complete a truly rustic appeal of the cottage, the choice is yours.
All models have been designed with large windows to allow light and open-plan rooms that offer the innovative extra space and come with the plot, electricity and water
already connected.
An excellent quality of construction with contemporary accessories, as well as the impressive location of an exemplary infrastructure with an unspoilt panoramic view of
mountains and valleys full of almond and olive trees and vineyards that produce the local wine make this area a modern oasis of well-being, and the surrounding nature is
splendidly in abundance.
Here you can live freely and have all the comforts of day to day just 5 minutes by car, you can smell the aroma of wild herbs and relax in your own Oasis of a Mediterranean
garden..
The Villas come with 100% legal guarantees, Architects Project, Licenses and Certificate of Cedula Habitability and 10-Year Construction Guarantee issued by the Architect.
You have an option of all kitchen and bathroom tiles and floors and even the style of your kitchen for you to do and customize the design internally just for you, the architect
of the construction company will work with you and advise when necessary on all the changes you want to make.
Phased and flexible payments are available and we work with your attorney to prepare a detailed fixed-term contract with all building specifications and conditions
10 months construction time.
Community pool
Smooth basement 70m2
We are passionate about living in one of the healthiest regions of Europe, enjoying the lifestyle, customs and hospitality of the inland region and guarantee a personalized
service of high quality based on our expert knowledge of the local area and the real estate market.
Our goal is to help you find and buy your dream home here in Spain

